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Fire Team Member Refresher - Offshore 
 

 

Fire Team Member Refresher 

 

Purpose:  

 

To refresh the practical skills of the participant in their capacity as a fire team 

member or leader when fighting fires in the Danish offshore sector. 

 

Aim:  

 

After ended course the student will have knowledge and skills to: 

 

 To refresh instruction on the respiratory system. 

 The refreshing of smoke-diving tactics. 

 To refresh knowledge on how to lay hoses. 

 To refresh knowledge on fire extinguishing techniques. 

 To repeat the build-up and effects of smoke-diving equipment. 

 To execute search exercises on smoke-diving trails and in buildings. 

 To complete two emergency response drills with rescue and fire extinguishing 

exercises on training ships. 

 To execute leadership and deployment of fire teams. 

 

 

Prerequisite: Individuals who have completed the 3-day fire team member and fire 

team leader course are eligible for this course. 

Participants must bring valid health documentation, an examination of health 

certificate that is less than two years old or a ‘Fire team member/refresher’ certificate 

that is less than four years old. 

 

Duration: 1 day 
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Programme for Fire Team Member Refresher Course offshore  

 

 

0800 - 0930 theory                   Introduction 

- Refresh breathing theory 

- Refresh smoke diver tactics 

- Refresh hose laying  

- Refresh extinguish technique  

- Refresh structure and effect of the smoke diver 

equipment  

 

1000 - 1015 coffee 

 

1015 - 1200 practical              Carry through 2 search exercises at smoke diver  

             court and in the fire module 

 

1200 - 1245 lunch 

 

1245 - 1530 practical               Carry through 2 exercises with rescue and fire  

fighting in exercise module 

 
 

 


